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Continuous Height Adjustment

The PantoMove and PantoMove-Plus 
chairs are height adjustable, so the seat 
height can quickly and easily be changed 
according to individual requirements.

The seat height of the PantoMove can be 
adjusted from 13 1/4 to 16 3/4 inches in our 
smaller model and from 16 1/2 to 
21 1/2 inches in our larger model. 

The adjustability of the PantoMove-Plus 
ranges from 19 5/8 to 27 1/2 inches, making 
it suitable for working at sit-to-stand and 
standing tables.

The PantoMove and PantoMove-
Plus can be fitted with a patented 
adjustable foot ring. With the touch of 
a button it can be positioned so that 
the feet can be placed at exactly the 
right height when sitting. This takes the 
strain off the thighs.

PANTOMOVE

Adjustable Foot Ring

31505
h: 13 1/4-16 3/4

31506
h: 16 1/2-21 1/2

PantoMove-LuPo
Height-adjustable star-foot chair and stool.

31507
h: 19 5/8 -27 1/2

Plastic Colors

Frame Colors
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Hard castors for
use on carpet.

Soft castors for
use on hard floors.

2-Component FeltPlastic

Glides

3D Rocking Mechanism Castors or Glides Chair Hanging

The PantoMove has a patented 3D 
rocking mechanism for even greater 
dynamic sitting. The seat area reacts 
to every change of weight and leans 
gently forward, backward, or sideways. 
In this way, it continuously supports 
changes between different sitting 
positions in an ergonomically sensible 
way.

The PantoMove is available with 
castors specifically for hard or soft 
floors. Alternatively, there are three 
varieties of glides also available. 
2-component universal glides are 
specifically designed by VS to protect 
hard floors, yet can be used on all floor 
types. Plastic glides are recommended 
for carpeted floors, and felt glides are 
another option for hard floors.

Many models of the PantoMove 
come standard with a piggyback 
hook for chair suspension on 
tabletops. The underside of the 
hook is made of non-slip material. 
That way the chair stays firmly on 
the tabletop and the surface of the 
table is protected, allowing for easy 
cleaning of the floor and tabletop.

Castors


